
Virtualizing a court hearing requires a more complex and adaptable kind of workflow than a regular business meeting. 
Due process and adherence to all legal proceedings are key, privacy and security needs to be undisputed. 

The Kinly Virtual Courts solution virtualizes the process of a court hearing. It mimics the 
workflow of a hearing, using an adaptable set of:

With Kinly Virtual Courts, courts and other judicial 
organizations can implement secure technology 
that mimics and automates real life court hearings. 

*Source: BakerMcKenzie/KPMG (2021) – Are virtual hearings here to stay.
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• Virtual waiting and screening rooms per group

• Automation around due process, like auto-transfer participants

from waiting room when the hearing starts.

• Changing of display names for anonymity

• Separate roles like judge, witness and clerk

• Control over screensharing and visibility roster list

Kinly Virtual 
Courts
Organizations in the judicial system are using 
videoconferencing with increasing frequency.

Pressures on the system include high 
operating costs, backlogs of cases, personnel 
shortages, public accessibly and general 
bottlenecks in efficiency. Together, they push 
adoption of both hybrid audio-visual and 
virtual video solutions.

In the EU and US large 
programs for digitization of
the justice system are in place.

In the UK wide adaption is already there, with 70% of all 
members of the English judiciary having experienced a virtual
hearing and 66% rating this experience as favorable.

Kinly is a global full-service video solutions provider with extensive knowledge in the judicial sector. 
From outfitting physical courtrooms with true-to-justice AV-hardware systems to supplying large national court 
systems with full cloud video solutions, Kinly is well-positioned to help the judicial world to digitize their judicial workflows, such 
as court hearings, in an efficient and secure way. Based on our years of experience building cloud solutions as well as physical courtrooms, 
we now proudly present Kinly Virtual Courts.



Increased efficiency
By bringing remote virtual participants into a fully virtual or hybrid 
hearing, efficiency goes up. Planning and the physical transport of 
parties such as suspects, defendants and vulnerable witnesses 
lead to logistical complexity, increased costs and delays in the 
judiciary system.

Time spent by external actors in a court case can be optimized as 
well, like a police officer giving evidence by video, taking ten 
minutes of the working day, rather than the current half day. 
Ultimately, a reduction of judicial real estate costs can be 
achieved.

Automation of hearing workflow
Kinly Virtual Courts can be fully configured to mimic real-life court 
hearings. The digitization of court hearings also allows for 
automation of some of the procedural steps. Court clerks and 
judges can focus on key responsibilities while not having to worry 
about transferring participants to the right room at the right time or 
starting and stopping recordings during hearings when the judge 
calls for a break.

By setting up a hearing workflow with adjustable (transfer) rules, 
configurations of custom rooms and using features such as 
auto-start recording, Kinly Virtual courts embeds into the daily 
judicial workflow and courthouse proceedings.

Accessibility of Justice
Governments are looking for ways to keep the judicial system 
robust and accessible to all citizens, as a backbone of the 
democratic system and its principles. With trends such as 
urbanization, leaving citizens in rural areas behind, as well as 
overall personnel and cost pressures, new remote solutions are 
required. Kinly Virtual Courts can be used fully through a browser 
only, needing no installations or technical knowledge and making 
it the perfect accessible solution for remote justice.

The Kinly Virtual Courtroom provides video enabled justice in a 
safe, reliable way, delivered as a service. The solution virtualizes 
the process of a court hearing, mimicking the real-life workflow 
while automating steps when beneficial. 

Efficient, secure, and flexible to deploy. 

Ease of use
Based on our years of experience delivering similar solutions, we 
build applications that facilitate ease-of-use, privacy and fast 
adoption. Kinly Virtual Courts is built to be easy to use for all its 
users. In addition, WCAG 2.1 user-interface is available as well. 

Secure
Kinly Virtual Courts is a fully secure cloud solution, hosted on the 
Kinly Cloud platform and monitored 24/7. Included are industry 
standard encryption, SSL/TLS certificates, policy services with 
call restrictions, data sovereignty and SOC2, ISO27001 and 
Schrems II compliance. Please refer to our separate security 
paper for more details.

Keep it private
In the workflow itself, multiple features are available to ensure 
privacy and due process. Waiting and screening rooms allow for 
identification and separation of legal parties. Once participants  
are in the hearing, options to remove the naming roster, mute 
participants, raise hand to speak, blocking of presentation 
capabilities and obscuring PSTN phone numbers all help to keep 
privacy and the hearing itself in order. 

Flexibility
The differences in complexity and legal customs amongst judicial 
systems require a solution that can be adapted to customer  
requirements. Kinly Virtual Courts can be configured to best 
reflect the type and needs of a hearing. Example: A lower court 
with one judge requires a different setup of virtual rooms and 
roles than a magistrate court with three judges. 

Kinly works with in-house developers and close partnership 
relationships. As a full-service delivery house with just the right 
scale, we excel at understanding and finding solutions for your 
judicial workflows. 

Hybrid Delivery
As a leading AV and UC integrator, we often see our customers 
reap the most benefit from our solutions when a hybrid approach 
is adopted. For court hearings the majority of people* prefer a 
hybrid model as well. In-person cross-examination combined with 
remote expert witness appearances is a good example.

Kinly Virtual Courts can be delivered as a fully supported service 
integrated with audio-visual hardware, including support for 
existing systems, interoperability and monitoring services. Kinly 
Virtual Courts is delivered as a multi-tenant cloud solution. We are 
happy to discuss alternative cloud deployment models with you. 
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Main Features

Groups can have seperate 
rooms and are only 
auto-transferred to their own 
rooms.

Keep groups seperated 
in rooms

Like: Judge, Witness, 
Defendant, Court Clerk, 
Admin.

Multiple roles and 
associated rights

Like: waiting rooms, screening 
rooms, breakout rooms, 
judge’s chamber and main 
courtroom.

Multiple room types

Court clerk can monitor and 
manage court hearings from 
browser-based dashboard

Dashboard of ongoing 
hearings 

Can be triggered on judge 
starting and pauzing hearing

Automatic transfers

Timer warns participants on 
upcoming transfer to 
courtroom. Is configurable.

Countdown timer

For example, move all the 
press to their respective 
waiting room at once.

Grouped transfers

With not all particpants on 
equally fast internet, delayed 
transfers ensures a seamless 
transfer. Is configurable. 

Delayed transfer 

Particpants can present 
30FPS including audio stream 
into the courtroom.

Screensharing with 
audio

Block or allow screensharing, 
mute camera/microphone, 
raise hand to speak.

Restrict and control 
meeting functions

Like auto start and stop 
recordings and auto-transfer 
only when main judge leaves. 

Automation of 
procedural steps 

Build on technology agnostic 
platform with high 
interoperability. 

Works with wide range 
of AV hardware

Specifications

Browser Support
• Google Chrome version 43 and later

• Mozilla Firefox version 38 and later

• Microsoft Edge version 20.10240 and later

• Apple Safari version 6 and later (Mac OS X only)
requires Flash Player 11 and later plug-in)

Endpoint and client support 
• MSSIP - Skype for business

• C-series, MX-series (Cisco)

• EX-series (from TC 4.0 firmware) (TANDBERG/Cisco)

• SX-series (from TC5.0) (Cisco)

• HDX (from 3.0.5 firmware) (Polycom) RealPresence
Group(from 4.0.2 firmware) (Polycom)

Security
• Single Sign On / SAML 2.0 / Enterprise credentials login

• Hosting platform - ISO27001, SOC2, CSA

• GDPR compliant

• AES 128-bit encryption for media

• TLS for SIP call control

• SRTP for SIP media

• H.235 for H.323 media

• AS-SIP
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Kinly now operates in over 20 locations throughout Europe, 
USA and APAC, serving clients in over 125 countries with 
over 1,200 talented and passionate employees.

To connect with us at one of our global 
offices, visit kinly.com/contact




